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Abstract. The theoretical provisions, which form the basis of the concept of teaching physics to applicants for
higher education in agrarian-technical educational institutions, are analyzed in the article. The main methods
of implementing the professional orientation of teaching physics at lecture classes for applicants for higher education
in agrarian-technical educational institutions have been revealed. The main ways of increasing professional
knowledge of applicants for higher education in the physics course were determined. The tested methodology of
implementing the professional orientation of teaching physics at lectures in universities was described. To identify
the level of physics training of engineering applicants for higher education we conducted an experimental study,
which showed that the course of physics in the higher agrarian and technical educational institution has
transformed from a fundamental to a general educational subject. Students are not aware of the purpose of learning
physics as the foundation of future professional activity, they cannot transform the knowledge obtained in physics
classes to the disciplines of professional and practical training and the general technical cycle, as well as in the
course works and diploma design. The above-mentioned facts allow drawing a conclusion about the necessity of
interconnection between the principles of fundamentality and professional orientation in teaching physics to
applicants for higher education at agrarian-technical educational institutions. It is proved that the use of
professionally directed material contributes to the formation of the physical knowledge system of applicants for
higher education, the acquisition of various practical skills and abilities, stimulates cognitive interest in the study
of physics as a science, allows to better absorb the material of other disciplines of the natural sciences cycle,
develop their cognitive and creative abilities, affect the formation of strong motives for obtaining knowledge in
special disciplines.
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Introduction

One of the main objectives of higher education is formation of professional competence of a
graduate, providing an ideal end result, i.e. training such a specialist, who would master the necessary
knowledge, abilities, skills of creative activity, has an appropriate outlook and erudition, intellectual
level, acquired self-education skills, who has formed professional qualities, moral, aesthetic,
environmental culture.

The main purpose of the system of higher education of agrarian and technical educational
institutions is to train qualified specialists in accordance with the social order. Modern agro-industrial
industry, which uses complex technologies, needs young specialists able to assimilate and perceive
modern technology. In turn, society demands from the system of agrarian education training of future
specialists with a high level of technical training, developed physical and technical thinking. Therefore,
it is the professional activity of specialists that sets and defines the purpose of teaching all academic
disciplines, including the course of physics as the basis of fundamental scientific training of engineers.

In the modern model of agro-industrial specialists’ formation the professional orientation of physics
training becomes more and more important. Quality training of agricultural engineers contributes to the
fastest perception of modern technology, provides professional mobility of engineers, in the conditions
of competition in the labor market it becomes urgent.

To address this issue researchers performed a number of studies on the formation of professional
competence, revealed its basic principles and importance in the training of future specialists [1-4].
Researchers in their works focus on the professional training of masters in international affairs [5],
border service students [6], medical physicists [7], and future agricultural production specialists [8],
using an interdisciplinary approach.

It should be noted that competence has been studied by such researchers as G. Hall, M. Mulder, T.
Hyland, D. Clelland, J. Raven, W. Rothwell, G. Ryle, D. Kaittani, V. Derri, E. Kioumourtzoglou and
others. In particular, J. Raven considers competence as a specific ability required to effectively perform
a specific action in a specific subject area, including highly specialized knowledge, specific subject skills, ways of thinking, as well as understanding the responsibility for one’s actions [9]. Mulder M. studies the concept and practice of professional and practical learning, including related research traditions and educational positions [10].

Studies [11; 12] focus on interdisciplinarity as an approach to teaching and learning. They not only include materials from various disciplines, but also focus on theoretical and practical work in physics.

At the same time, there are still no studies devoted to a comprehensive approach to the problem of training quality of engineering applicants in higher education, taking into account their future professional activities.

The study of literary sources, normative-legal acts, plans and programs, standards for engineering training areas, educational and qualification characteristics, the analysis of experience in conducting classes in physics and the implementation of the pedagogical experiment allowed us to identify the following:

- the discrepancy between the content of the new standards of education and outdated educational, instructional and normative support and pedagogical approaches;
- insufficient implementation of the principle of professional orientation in teaching physics to students of agrarian-technical universities;
- the need for students to assimilate a huge amount of teaching material and the systematic reduction of the number of hours to study physics.

As a result, a significant number of students are not clearly aware of the purpose of studying physics. During the study of physics they do not sufficiently acquire the fundamental knowledge of physics and the ability to apply it to implementation of tasks related to future professional activities [13].

The purpose of the study - determination of the basic principles of forming professional competence as a dominant condition for improving the quality of training of future specialists of agrarian and technical educational institutions.

Materials and methods

To achieve the goal, we used the following research methods: theoretical analysis of philosophical, psychological and pedagogical literature on the topic of the research in order to select and comprehend the factual material; analysis of concepts, theories and techniques has the aim to identify ways to solve the problem under study as close to the future professional activity of higher education applicants. One of the necessary conditions for the professional training of future specialists is the professional orientation of training. We believe that to solve this problem it is necessary to carry out an in-depth analysis of the interrelation of the general physics course with the main general technical and professional, and practical training disciplines. Firstly, it will allow to define, which physical knowledge, abilities and skills will be used in further professional training of applicants for higher education, secondly, it will allow to use most skillfully at the lessons of physics the examples of agrotechnical content, connected with the future professional activity of applicants for higher education. Studying the disciplines of specialization at a later stage does not create an incentive in the teaching of natural science and general technical disciplines. Knowledge on fundamental, general technical and general theoretical disciplines is not quickly applied during a long period of study, it remains a heavy baggage of knowledge, as it begins to be applied in an incomplete volume during the study of special profile disciplines at the last courses. In order to create a solid theoretical base, we analyzed the links of physics with the main general technical, practical and professional training disciplines. For example, the study of such general technical discipline as “Theoretical Mechanics” is based mainly on the kinematics and dynamics of a material point, studied in the course of physics. The study of “Hydraulics” and “Heat Engineering” is based on molecular physics (properties of liquids, gases, processes, transfer phenomena, etc.). The course “Material Engineering” is based on the topics “Rotation of a Solid Body Around a Stationary Axis” (moment of force, moment of inertia, basic law of dynamics for rotational motion, etc.) and “Elastic Forces” (deformation, relative and absolute elongation, etc.) already studied in physics. The section “Electricity and Magnetism” of the physics course is the basis for the study of the discipline “Electrical Engineering”. The study of disciplines of professional and practical training is also interconnected with the sections and specific topics of the physics course. Thus, the study of special
disciplines “Agricultural machinery” and “Technology of agricultural production” is impossible without knowledge of such topics of physics course as “Kinematics”, “Dynamics” and “Elastic forces”.

During the experiment the following tasks were solved: 1) To identify the level of preparation of applicants for higher education in physics; 2) To check how much the traditional system of teaching physics contributes to preparation of applicants for higher education to study general technical and special disciplines; 3) To identify the shortcomings of the existing methodology of training applicants for higher education of agrarian and technical schools in physics. The following research methods were used: survey of applicants for higher education to identify their understanding of the importance of studying physics for future professional activities; survey of applicants for higher education to identify the ability to apply knowledge of physics to solve specific professional problems.

Students of the 1st and 2nd years of the National University of Bioresources and Nature Management of Ukraine, specialty “Agroengineering”, “Agronomy” (a total of 300 higher education applicants and 6 teachers), as well as the 1st-5th years of the Podolsk State Agrarian and Technical University (a total of 200 higher education applicants and 6 teachers) took part in the experiment.

In order to determine the content of professionally-oriented material and its importance in the study of physics, we analyzed the content of general technical disciplines and disciplines of professional and practical training, the questionnaire survey of applicants for higher education 2-5 courses (150 applicants for higher education and 8 teachers). The questionnaire of higher education applicants to identify the content of professionally oriented material in physics included the following questions.

1. What is the place of physics in your future profession?
2. Does the physics course give you a basis for studying special disciplines?
3. What place do you give to physics in solving professional problems?
4. Does your knowledge of physics help you in preparing your term and graduation theses?
5. Does studying physics increase your intellectual potential?
6. Does physics teach you how to “think” logically?
7. Does physics shape creative thinking?
8. Does the study of physics contribute to the professional training of an agricultural engineer?
9. Without knowledge and skills in physics, is academic and research work in the specialty possible?

Results and discussion

When constructing the content of the physics course, an important link is the use of professionally directed tasks [14]. These physics tasks should meet the following requirements:

• make sure there is a close connection to real professional tasks;
• take into account interdisciplinary links of the physics course with disciplines of professional and practical training;
• provide for a gradual increase in the complexity of tasks;
• require a variety of mental activities;
• provide cognitive activity of higher education applicants;
• contribute to the formation of applicants for higher education of some professional activities.

The close connection of tasks with real professional tasks involves the choice of both objects that are analyzed and agricultural processes that students will deal with in practice, for example, the calculation of the kinematic and dynamic characteristics of agricultural machinery and their mechanisms. The use of modern physical methods in agronomy makes it possible to improve the diagnosis and regulation of crop yields, thereby helping to increase their yields and productivity. The solution of professionally directed tasks contributes to a deep understanding of the physical essence of the processes occurring in nature, agricultural machines, mechanisms, devices.

For example, for applicants for higher education in “Agroengineering” tasks were selected that contain elements of professional direction in their future professional activity [14]:

• the central conveyor belt of the KTU-10 feeder wagon performs two movements simultaneously: forward together with the combine at a speed of 7.92 km·h⁻¹ and moving backward relative to the harvester at a speed of 1.4 m·s⁻¹. Determine the velocity of the transporter points relative to the field (Fig. 1).
the transporter of the tilt chamber of the KZS-9 combine moves at a speed of 3.2 m·s\(^{-1}\). What path will the conveyor bar take during one hour of combine operation (Fig. 2)?

![Fig. 1. Movement diagram of KTU-10 feeder wagon](image1)

![Fig. 2. Scheme of grain harvester KZS-9:](image2)
1 – reel; 2 – inclined chamber conveyor; 3 – threshing device; 4 – straw walker; 5 – separating sieves

The tractor HTZ-2511 has a power of 22 kW. Can this tractor pull in 3rd gear at forward speed 5.22 km·h\(^{-1}\) unit of two cultivators KPS-4 with a pulling capacity of 4100 N each and 8 harrows BZTS 1,0 with a pulling capacity of 880 N each (Fig. 3)?

![Fig. 3. Diagram of a tillage machine:](image3)
1 – harrows; 2 – cultivators; 3 – tractor

By solving such problems, students were convinced of the complexity of technological processes, the need for deep knowledge of physics in order to master the basics of agricultural production. Most of the problems were chosen so that their solutions would help overcome the difficulties that students encounter in the process of industrial practice, when studying the basics of agricultural production. Significant for problem solving were such tasks that created a “conflict situation”. The attempt of higher education applicants to find the answer activates their thinking, draws their attention to the set task, causes increased interest [5]. When compiling tasks, it should be borne in mind that their conditions should reflect the information on various branches of local and regional production, on the prospects of their development, environmental problems arising in this process. The text of the tasks should contain only the most common production terms and concepts. The preference should be given to those tasks, the solution of which allows to rely on visual images: parts of machines and mechanisms. Moreover, the production material in their content should not cover the physical one, and while solving them, the role of physics in agriculture and its production problems should be shown, so that students realize that the knowledge received in physics classes will help them in future master the chosen specialty, to work successfully in agricultural production.

Interdisciplinary links of the physics course with disciplines of professional and practical training had anticipatory and prospective character. The system included tasks which took into account both anticipatory and accompanying links of the physics course with such disciplines as: “Agricultural machinery”, “Mechanical and technological properties of agricultural materials”, “Material science”, “Theoretical mechanics”; prospective links with the disciplines “Electrical engineering”, “Energy facilities for agroindustrial complex”, “Soil science”, “Agrometeorology”, etc. Solving problems of interdisciplinary nature stimulates cognitive interest in the study of physics as a science, and also allows to better absorb the material of other disciplines of the natural sciences cycle, develops the cognitive and creative abilities, affects formation of strong motives for obtaining knowledge in special disciplines. Gradual complication of the nature of the tasks was provided by the structure of the educational process.
If we consider lectures as an orientation stage of the learning process, and practical and laboratory classes as an executive (training) stage, then accordingly the purpose of the lecture course tasks is to orient higher education applicants in theoretical material, illustrate concepts studied by examples of agricultural objects, search for physical regularities underlying their functioning. In a lecture course, apart from the presentation of the educational material, a task was set to orient the student to the main directions of future professional activity, conditions were created for projecting the laws of physics to the tasks related to future professional activity. At the same time, students were shown the ways of performance of such tasks, in other cases a problem was put, which was solved in the process of independent work. Tasks for independent work were formed as complex tasks on an example of professional objects. For example, at the lectures for candidates for higher education in “Agroengineering”, when studying the topic “Kinematics” the definition of “trajectory” was given, with the emphasis on the fact that in agriculture determining the trajectory of moving parts, machine units, agricultural products is important in each individual case: research, calculation and design, design or technological issues.

In studying this topic, students were offered professionally-oriented tasks, in particular to determine:

- the trajectory of the reel bar of grain harvesters depending on the ratio of the machine speed to the speed of the bar (affects the quality of harvesting);
- friction coefficients of surfaces and materials (without this knowledge it is impossible to design a single agricultural machine);
- theoretical presentation of the material was illustrated not only with the help of abstract diagrams, but also with the help of technical ones, for example, the movement of not just an abstract material point, but a point located on the rotating drum of the combine harvester reel [14] (Fig. 4).

The tasks included in the methodological system required different levels of mental activity and were constantly becoming more and more complicated. Tasks of professional content, as they are connected with the application of knowledge in the direction of training of the future specialist of agrarian and technical sphere, provide realization of a part of productive activity. In this case the maximum cognitive activity of applicants for higher education was provided. Productive activity was characterized by the fact that in the process of its performance new knowledge or ways of action are acquired, first of all, at performance of tasks of search-cognitive, research or creative character.

![Fig. 4. Computer model of movement of the reel of a combine harvester](image)

Search and cognitive tasks were formed in such a way that the student in the recommended literature and lecture course could not find a direct answer to the question posed. He was faced with the need to search, evaluate, and generalize. While doing this type of tasks, students independently acquired new knowledge, applied it in future professional situations, mastered professional skills. Tasks of research character assumed a high level of mental activity, they required from the student research. Examples of this type of tasks were the following:

- how harmonic vibrations of machine parts affect the movement and operation of the machine-tractor unit as a whole;
- determine the effect of the friction coefficient, the angle of inclination of the surface on the speed of grain movement in the combine harvester’s loading bunker.
Professionally-oriented tasks of a creative nature were used mainly for term and diploma projects and papers, during which students independently applied their knowledge of physics to perform production tasks. One of the tasks of training in higher agrarian-technical institution is to form an active creative personality. This was facilitated both by the content of the tasks, and the use of various techniques of activation of cognitive activity of applicants for higher education. Tasks of productive character turn out to be learning problems for applicants of higher education, as they put them before the necessity to obtain new knowledge and to apply it in a new situation, to master new ways of action. Successful study of physics in combination with training workshops contributes to the formation of technical competence of future specialists. To identify the level of training of applicants for higher education of agrarian-technical universities in physics we conducted a pedagogical experiment. As a rule, students consider that the physics course at agrarian-technical university has general educational character and does not play a significant role for studying special disciplines. At the examinations for general technical disciplines, more than 60% of applicants for higher education link courses of general technical disciplines (“Electrical Engineering”, “Theoretical Mechanics”, “Machine Parts”) with questions on physics, and in such disciplines as “Mechanism and Machine Theory”, “Mechanics of Materials and Constructions”, there is no connection with the course of physics at all. Examinations in professional disciplines showed that, while studying the disciplines of professional and practical training, the student has almost no reference to the questions and laws of physics, that is, more than 87% of applicants to higher education do not connect physics and the disciplines of professional and practical training. At the same time, a survey of applicants for higher education was conducted to identify those activities that would improve the level of professional training of applicants for higher education of agrarian and technical universities. The research covered 151 students of “Agroengineering” specialty of the National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine (NUBiP), the Nizhyn Agrotechnical Institute (NATI) and the D. Motorny Tavrichesky State Agrotechnological University (TSATU).

To the question “What should be done to improve the level of professional training of applicants for higher education in the study of physics,” students responded as follows:

- “to improve the material and technical support of the educational process” (15.2% of all interviewed applicants for higher education, including: NUBiP – 19.3%, NATI – 3.7%, TSATU – 6.7%);
- “change the methodology of teaching” (23.8% of higher education applicants, including: NUBiP – 15.6%, NATI – 48.2%, TSATU – 40%);
- “introduction of elements of professional orientation in various types of educational activities in physics” (21.9% of applicants for higher education, including: NUBiP – 25.7%, NATI – 11.1%, TSATU – 13.3%);
- “increase the number of hours to study physics” (17.9% of higher education applicants, including: NUBiP – 16.5%, NATI – 25.9%, TSATU – 13.3%);
- “increase the level of professional training of researchers (teachers)” (13.9% of applicants for higher education, including: NUBiP – 13.8%, NATI – 11.1%, TSATU – 20%);
- “develop the ability to work independently” (3.3% of applicants for higher education, among them: NUBiP – 3.7%, NATI – no student offered this option, TSATU – 6.7%);
- six higher education applicants offered their answer: use of the latest information technology in the study of professionally oriented material.

The results of a survey of applicants to universities NUBiP, NATI and TGATU are presented in Fig. 5. According to the results of the study, there is a reason to believe that: the majority of applicants for higher education do not see the relationship between physics, general technical disciplines and disciplines of professional and practical training; The content of lectures and practical classes includes abstract material, and laboratory work does not differ in any way from the work carried out, for example, in a pedagogical university.

In Fig. 5 digits show the following answers.
1. To improve the material and technical support of the educational process.
2. Change the way physics is taught.
3. Introduction of elements of professional orientation in various types of educational activities in physics.
4. Increase the number of hours spent studying physics.
5. Raising the level of professional training of scientists.
6. To develop the ability of applicants for higher education to work independently.
7. Your option.

Fig. 5. Ways to improve professional preparation of applicants for higher education in study of physics: a – NUBiP; b – NATI; c – TSATU

The decisive criterion for the effectiveness of the proposed methodological support should be considered the learning outcomes, which show the impact of the knowledge obtained in study of physics on the level of study of special disciplines “Mechanical and technological properties of agricultural materials”, “Agricultural machinery”, “Hydraulics and water supply” and other professional disciplines, development of future specialists in creative, analytical thinking.

For this purpose, the achievement of students in the control and experimental groups in these disciplines was compared by the results of examinations. The total number of students in the control and experimental groups is 260. Comparison of academic performance in the disciplines “Agricultural machinery”, “Mechanical and technological properties of agricultural materials”, “Hydraulics and water supply” suggests that it is higher in the experimental groups than in the control groups. Feedback from teachers, who conducted classes in special disciplines, indicates that students in the experimental groups use the connection of physics with professionally-oriented disciplines to a greater extent. Analyzing the results of the experiment, we can conclude that the students of higher agrarian and technical educational institutions, who studied using the proposed educational and methodological support, formed deep fundamental knowledge and skills, that is, they are able to project their knowledge of physics to the disciplines of the professional and practical cycle.

Based on the results we came to the following conclusions:

- the majority of applicants to higher education do not see the relationship between physics, general technical disciplines and disciplines of professional and practical training;
- the content of lectures and practical classes includes abstract material, and the laboratory work is not different from the work carried out, for example, in the pedagogical university;
- the reasons for this situation are the insufficiently formed physics program (taking into account the direction of training); the traditional system of teaching physics at agrarian and technical university does not contribute sufficiently to the implementation of professional orientation of training, does not allow significantly affect the professional development of applicants for higher education.

The results of the experiment found that training in the developed methodology contributes:

- increases the level of fundamental and professionally oriented knowledge of physics by 10-15%;
- application of fundamental knowledge of physics to solve problems related to future activities and in the study of disciplines of professional and practical training increased by 25.

In addition, the experiment showed that students, who studied the developed educational and methodological support of professionally directed course of physics, more actively used the knowledge
of physics in the study of disciplines of professional and practical cycle, as well as took an active part in research work.

Conclusions
1. The use of interdisciplinary links and applied physical tasks in the educational process will create a holistic and systematic view of the structure and content of the physics course and its importance for future professional activities; purposefully form the initial professional knowledge, skills and abilities in the study of physics.
2. The analysis of the results of the experiments showed that the average academic performance in the experimental group in physics increased by 15.02%, the quality of knowledge by 33.89%; in technical disciplines – success in the experimental group increased by 3.4%, the quality of knowledge by 11.82%.
3. An increase in the level of knowledge of students and in the levels of motivation and professional orientation testifies to the effectiveness and pedagogical feasibility of the proposed methodological foundations for organizing the professionally oriented activity of students in physics.
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